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Trustees Meet
In Gorham
Seek Bond Issue
The University of Maine Trustees have decided to
seek an $8.3 million bond issue to finance building
constuction at each campus of the university.
At their Thursday meeting in Hastings Formal
Lounge in Gorham , the Board voted to request from
the special January session of the legislature a bond
issue which would place one new building on each
campus, except Bangor's. The top priority item at
each campus was placed on a priorities list whi_ch is ,
in order of priorities: a new science building in Machias, $960 thousand; a student services and study
center at Farmington, $1 ,200,000; a library at Presque Isle , $95 0,000; a business administration, math
and English building in Orono, $1 ,900,000; a gym
at Fort Kent, $1,200,000; a library at Augusta's
new campus, $750,000; and a science building at the
Gorham campus of Portland-Gorham, $1 ,400,000.
The university will also ask the legislature for
emergency operating expenses in an appropiations
bill.

Pay Raises Ne gotiated
The university will pretty much take a "wait and
see" attitude tQwards the classified employees pay
raise. ·The Board of Trustees adopted the recommendations of a committee representing the classified
employees, the university, anJ the state, which would
grant the 11.3% wage increases, at or near the same
time as the state raises . Governor Curtis has said that
these raises would begin as soon as the 30-Day Freeze
expired,November 14. It was recommended to the
Board that the university await word from the Fed- .
eral Pay Board on the state employees' question as to
whether retr..:,active pay increases may be paid, since

(continued on page 7)

NEW MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES Dr. Stanley Evans and Ken Ramage
(photo by Erspamer)

Bookstore Robbed Of Merchandise
The Gorham campus bookstore was broken into and
burglarized early Friday morning. "No money was taken
but we lost over $800 worth of merchandise," according
to bookstore manager Tom O'Flaherty. He said that the
list of stolen property reads "like a Christmas gift list."
Apparently the theft was not the work of a career man;
a new IBM typewriter was passed over in favor of a much
older model, and there seemed to be no serious attempt
to even hunt for cash.
The bookstore was checked by the security cop at
2: 13 Friday morning and nothing unusual was noted
at that time. At 2:55 the door was found open and .
the burglary discovered . The bookst-Jre is located in

the basement of Upton Hall in the same area that used
to house the security office. Their offices·were moved
to Corthell Hall when that department was transferred
from the Student Affairs Office to the Physical Plant
Department.
The Cumberland County Sheriffs Department is
presently investigating with the cooperation of the Student Affairs Office of the University due to the location
of the store, the merchandise which was stolen and the
way in which it was taken .
Seventy record al'.Jums (mostly folky ), the typewriter, items of clothing, sixty tubes of paint and six art
books made up the bulk of the cash value.
"I was at home around midnigh t and couldn't sleep
so considered spending the night here in the office.
Someb ody's lucky break that I didn 't," said O'Flaherty.

Roberge
Resigns
As R~gistrar,

BOB BERR Y, CELESTE SAUCIER, DICK DYER, AND LUCILLE BOISVERT hold
the trophies which they won at the Southern Hospitality Invitational Forensic Tournament, held Nov. 15 and 16 at Southern Connecticut State College in New Haven. Celeste
and Bob placed in debate, Bob placed in individual speakers, and Celeste placed in persuasive speaking. Dick and Lucille placed in dramatic duo.
(photo by M. Skinner)

Albert Roberge, Registrar of UMPG, submitted his
resignation to President Louis J.P. Calisti this week.
Citing p,ersonal reasons as the cause of his vacating the
post , Roberge indicated a desire to remain with the
university in the registrar's office, but not as head man.
. Al was selected fo r the post over Rebecca Larsen at
the time of the merger and has since been receiving a
·steady stream of complaints about the services of that
office, most of them originating with the failure of that
office to supply class lists and enrollment figures.
In a suit filed with the Department of Health, Education , and Welfare, by Ko Kimmel, the selection of
Roberge used to point out sexism in hiring . Rebecca
Larsen has since left the university, and candidates
are already being interviewed to fill this post. Dr.
Connick, director of academic planning has agreed to
temporarily assume the responsibilities of the job ,
while Roberge will act as his assistant.
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By Any Other Name
"It's all right, man.
Just rip it off.I Who's gonna know?"
.
"Why should I have to fuck around with bread? That old dude's got plenty. "
"Rob from the Rich and give t~ the Poor, right?"
"Sure, man. The old Ro_bin Hood Ethic."
'-

Sure, man. And we know who the Poor are, don't we? That's US.
Bullshit .
Get ripped off yourself and see how long you can accept "the old Robin Hood" thing. The whole thing gets
a little turned around, doesn't it? Then you're supporting yourself; everybody's gotta live. You're all part of the
system, then. Anyone that is eating, sleeping, walking around is part of it.
It may be a good game to beat the department store downtown; but the whole thing has got to come down
to a question of rights. They're called property rights, and until you are ready to surrender your right to own
something, whether that be a shirt, a song, or a bowl of chili, you are stealing. Culture calls it ripping off, but even
giving it a hip name doesn't make it a hip thing to do.
·
Athief is a thief is a thief.

Scott Alloway
Peter Cates
Chickie Cusick

J. Michael Erspamer
Kathy Greene
David Javor
Randy Judkins

Brian L. Kendrick (editor)
Dyan McCarthy
Joanne Stockwell
Paul Whitmore
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Only you can set yourself free.

Letters
Greeks Give Defense

ANYBODY SEEN AN ELEPHANT AROUND .. ? ... WITH TUSKS?

Don't Do It
Witl, the advent of the '70's came the cry: involvement! The idea that accompanied the cry
was that, if you didn't become involved in ~omething (z.b., ecology, politics, or your partents'
sex life), you and .others like you would soom perish from the face of the earth. As it happened
the whole thing was a big hoax, mainly because those who did become involved soon perished.
We have several examples of these "perishables" at UMPG. They have not, however, completely
disappeared from tl,e scene as planned. You can find many of them attending classes (AT
NIGHT!) . Other more fortunate ones are classified as "special students." Still others are available on membership lists of sucll organizations as the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, and the
rosters at va~ious state mental institutions.
.
"Your university wants you!" You're damn right it does. It cannot survive without the
poor suckers who think they are directing tu.e course of their own education by becoming involved in a nefarious pursuit known as "university politics". This is not to say that they were
pressured into accepting this role. They did it of their own violation and, many times, not
for any personal motive. Yes, Virginia, there are people in this world who care about the welfare of others and who try to improve conditions for their fellow men. Others get the royal
crown , the royal suite, and the royal treatment; these people get the royal shaft. Some work
in stuJe,it government, some in student newspapers, and some even work part time at night
so they can remain involved during the day. Coilsistently and almost without fail these people
get screwed. Other interested parties (faculty, and administrators) also get screwed for helping out. Some retire or change jobs; it isn't easy for them to do, but they can do it. What is
left for the student? He has three alternatives: he can flunk out; he can quit; or he can transfer to another school (provided his grades will get him in).
When the university offers you involvement, don't take it. It is a failing establishment anyway. When it goes, don't be a part of it. Work for yourself, don't get involved, prepare for a
better world that does not include a dying establishment-oriented trap like the university.
Your head will benefit, your body will function better, and you'll bleed less.
bee
\.

Dear Editor:
In response to the article on sorority not being true
sisterhood, we would appreciate being heard.
First things first, we do apologize for any disturbing
noise as it was not our specific purpose to bother anyone not involved with our activities. However, may we
mention that it happens once a semester and there are
at least three other TV's in the dorm that were available for use .
Concerning the comment on our " p_:m edo service
projects", there are eight different Greek organizations
on our campuses and 4 of them are sororities. Now,
if each organization does two or three projects a year,
that amounts to 16 or 24 projects done respectively.
That's a substantial number in any one 's book. There's
no other system on this campus that matclfes that record to our knowledge. And , some of them do projects
through their national organizations that they don't
even publicize on campus.
As far as leadership on campus is concerned, many
sorority women are actively involved in student government and sub-committees. They make a very s'ubstantial contribution to campus leadership.
The purpose of sorority life is not "that if a social
club cultivating gossip groups and snob sects." That
would be like saying any of your friends were together
for that purpose. A so~ority is a group of women bonded
together with common goals and beliefs. They offer
each other friendship and understanding. We are no more
discriminating than anyone is in their choice of friends
and associates. Just as it is obvious to you , that some
people could never be your friend due to a distinctive
difference in beliefs or personality, it is obvious.to us
also.
The Greek system is working toward "peoplehood"
by starting off with sisterhood and brotherhood . We
strive to work together as one entire system with a
common bond and in this way it is peoplehood.
The Greek system is usually knocked by those who
ha1,1_e n't ever fully investigated what it has to offer. If
anyone, after investigating fully , still sees definite flaws
in our way of life, please mention it to us. We always
welcome constructive criticism.
Thank You
Inter-Sorority Council

Congratulations
Dear Editor:
I am sure there are many others at UMPG who join
me in congratulating the several Gorham students who
are the plaintiffs in a test case as to whether they should
have the right to vote in the community in w'lich they
have established full residence , when that community
ahppens to be the ho;ne of fie college which they attend.
I hope that yo·'.1r newspaper will keep us informed
of developments in this important proceeding.
Sincerely,
Richard Steinman
Associate Professor
of Social Welfare

., . .•

.
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Ring Committee Selects Company
Design Meeting Schedule
The Ring Committee has selected John Roberts Co.
to make and sell the official ring for the combined Portland-Gorham classes, David Marshall, committee chairman, announced Tuesday. The committee has been
working closely with Tom O'Flaherty and various ring
companies for the past months and elected to use the
services of John Roberts because they allowed a wider
selection, better service and lower prices. A four week
delivery time from the date of order was a positive factor; it has been guaranteed to be a maximum of four
weeks.
Balfour, J-osten's, and Deigust and Cluste were also
interviewed to determine their offerings. Herff-Jones,
the company which previously did t~e Gorham rings,
failed to appear for any interviews.
No specific design has been finalized by the comniitte~ yet. The committee members, Merrilyn Siciak, Bobbi Brackett, Mary Ellen O'Toole, and Marshall will meet

Assassin of Youth
Give Defense
A closer look at the 1971 Freshman Orientation Program has been made to determine if modifications were
necessary. Fifty per cent of the Orientation Survey
population (76 students) provided the basis for the recommendations.
the most beneficial segments of Orientation were
group dynamics , Freshman Orientation Leaders, and
social events. It was felt that the best time for the Orientation would be at the beginning of classes.
Three events that ~yere seriously questioned as useful were the Freshman Dinner, Convocation, and mass
Student Affiars Personnel meeting. Students also fell
that a shorter program, intra-group activities, and more
faculty involvement would make for an improved Orientation.

with the sales representative am! artist for the company
at 12 noon Tuesday, Nov. 23 in the conference room in
the Gorham Lounge. Interested students are most welcome.
Although final costs and prices have not been decided,
prices will be lower for this ri:ig than prices were last year
for either Portland or Gorham. This may include an additional $3 charge which the students would pay, but
which would be returned to the students through the
Student Affiars Committee.

Childgen Missi~g
From Campus Life
We have a beautiful campus, with beautiful landscape
and breathable air. Yet, something is missing: laughing,
living and learning children.
The campus has the faculities for a child care center.
when not in use , there are a namber of classrooms, part
of the student lounge, Hastings Formal Lounge, the
gym and the Academy building. Advantages are multifold . Students in Ki.1dergarten-Primary Ed . could have
more contact with young children rather than "experiencing" case studies from the text. Scogis would have
an 9pportunity to develop an innorative, early education
cimiculul
curricuL1m. Job-s would be created for the work - study
program Financial burdens would lessen for families
utilizing such a·center, since babysitters or private child
care is expensive for the students. Mothers w1Juld be
given the time to begin studies, or continue their college
·education .
The time to develop a child care center is now. Child
care is part of education - a right not a privilage. Demand
your rights!

~

....

In 1969, when I was working in the bookstore
part-time and had a discount 9n the merchandise
- and time to pore over racks of books by men I'd
never heard of, let alone read, I found Mark Strand.
It was Reasons for Moving that I bought, impressed
by the .simplicity blatency of his poetry. The
title poem was done perfectly; I loved it. In fact ,
I loved it until last Wednesday, when Strand gave a
reading here, in Bailey Hall. He brazenly destroyed his own work by refusing to open himself to his
audience. He read not only Reasons for Moving
but every other poem in an inexpressive monotone,
pausing periodically to throw a pseudo-sophisti-

'
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Campus Editors
Explore Possibilities
Editors of all University of Maine newspapers, with
the exception of the Orono 'Campus', met at Gorham
Wednesday night and explored the possibilities of
forming an association which would facilitate newsflow through the student press.
Meeting togethei for the first time in anyone's
memory following the dinner which was held for the
trustees and preceding a meeting of the Public Information Committee of the Board, the editors discussed
problems common to all or some of the editors, Some
of the student papers were still plagued by administrative censorship and almost all had financial problems
of one sort or another.
Eddie L. Beard, of the UMPG Viking, volunteered
to coordinate activities for the present.

At The Movies

Psycho Tonight
Tonight, Nov . 22, in Bailey Auditorium , Alfred
Hitchcock's thriller , PSYCHO, will be screened with
one show at 7 o'clock and the other at 9. The admission price is 50 cents.
Next Monday night, Nov . 29, is International Film
Night at the student film festival. The movie being
shown is "Sleeping Car to Trieste," a suspense/drama
much in the Hitchcock tradition. The film is most
notable for the unique and gruesome way in which
an espionage agent is killed. "Sleeping Car to Trieste"
will.be shown at 7:30 in Bailey Auditorium for 50
cents. All proceeds from this showwing goes to the
International Film Series.

Mark Strand Reading Exemplifies Poor Taste
cated joke into the full house before him. His
face was taut and tired, his gestures false. He looked,
acted and spoke as if his reading were an empty obligation, and his audience, anxious to respond to the
man in some way, laughed at even those few weak
jokes he gave them. He looked like a man bravely
attempting to ignore an awkward situation in order
to cope with it. I understand the Strands' inability
to be simply himself, rather than Mark Strand acting the part of a poet, is in some way connected with
his having been made to feel unwelcome by the people
with whom he spent the afternoon. Specifically,
Ken Rosen pointedly embarrassed Strand earlier in the
day before one of his classes. Mr. Lewisohn came
to Strands' reading ii[eeling quite fine, putting Strand

.;

into an even more uncomfortable position. When
Strand came to the podium, he wasn't freed simply
with an audience of people who wanted only to hear
him read , but by two centers of turbolence and hostility-Mr. Rosen, who set in the front row at Strands'
right, and Mr. Lewisohn, who contented himself with
the rear of the auditorium. I have no way of knowing
how heavily that hostility affected Strands' reading,
of course- but I do know that it is difficult for me to
reconcile Strand, the poet whom I admired for his
Reasons for Moving and Darker, with the tense,
superficial New Yorker whom I saw at that readingitself was a disappointment. If I ever again find myself liking Strands' poetry, it will only be after I've
· forgotten the image of Mark Strand himself.

Photos by Mark Skinner
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The Physical Plant Department has announced the
following changes in parking policies for the winter
months.
I. Effective Nov. 22 to April I. No overnight parking

(2 a.m . - 6 a.m.).is permitted on campus by faculty,
staff, or students except in the i\esignated areas on campus map ; Upton Hall , Mclellan House , Anderson Hall ,
and Hill Gym parking areas. Authorized visitors with
guest permits are also requested to park there.
2. C_hanges to the rules in Motor Vehicle Parking Co j e
that was supplied with your sti ckers are as follows:
C. Conditions Governing Registration pg. 1.
Motor vehicle registration is now in the Security Office in the basement of Corthell Hall .
F. Parking Areas - Go rham Campus pg. 3
Parking map and instructions issued at Security Office, Cc rthell Hall.

Bomb Threat
Suspect Arrested

Robert Monks, wealthy Maine Republican
and conservation supporter, as he spoke to
UMPG students last weeh in Portland.
GOBBLE
GOBBLE
GOBBLE
GOBBLE
GOBBLE
GOBBLE
GOBBLE
GOBBLE

GOBBLE
GOBBLE
GOBBLE
GOBBLE
GOBBLE
GOBBLE
GOBBLE
GOBBLE

The Portland Police have arrested a suspect in connection with a bomb threat which was phoned in to the
Portland campus. The man was caught with the aid of
a phone trap. This is the first affrest in this charge
since the threats started flooding in last year.
The -threat was phoned in Wednesday evening. A
phone trap was used to hold his line open while police
traced the call through conventional means. This is a
relatively new device which has been described as
·"sli~ tly less illegal than a phone tap ." The call originated from a private phone in ¢.e Deering section of
Portland , and was not from a student. Apparently the
caller had a friend who had a test that night and tried
to do him a favor.
Police said that the suspect was arrested at his home
and confessed almost immediately. Prosecution is now
automatic and out of university hands, according to a
spokesman for the univer,sity.

Greeks Do Some Things
TKE
It was a big week for the fraternity as 11 new
members were installed Saturday. TI1e new fraters
are : Phil Page, Mike Walley , Bob Fayle, Jim Brewster , Kim Reese , Greg Herbert, Dan Gifford , Gary
MacMullen, Tom Birmingham, Pete Sanderson , and
Dick Marlowe . Congratulations to Hegemon Dave
Bouffard on a fine job well done .
Congratulations to fraters Don Haggett and Sal
Vitrella who were pinned this past weekend.
What does a sneaker prints on a VW window and
a College Health book have to do with Frater Powers'
getting this weeks troll?!

Phi Mu Delta
The Phi Mu Delta brothers proved again their relationship with the athletic scene by projecting 10 brothers in the sports limelight. Skip Robinson lifted
himself to national recognition by breaking the all-time
New England bench press record with an incredible
lift of 365 lbs. The old record stood at 360 lbs. Skip
rocketed himself to statewide fame last year, winning
the Mr. Maine contest.
Dave Halligan and Kirk Rau won considerable honors
at the varsity sports banquet last week being elected cocaptains of next season's varsity soccer team . Halligan
was also v:oted this season's: most valuable player. Other
Phi Mu Delta members on the squad were : Jim Mingo,
Mike McGraw, John Piccone , Mini Robinson, and Earl
Foley.
In varsity basketball, second year letterman Jeff Scott
and Fay Morrill controlled the boards as UMPG defeated
Bowdoin in a pre-season scrimmage.
Coming events for the holidays are preparations for a
Christmas Party. This will be no "run of the mill" party
Take out work for it! Consult your local Phi Mu Delta
brother for further information.

Alpha Xi Delta
Alpha Xi Delta, national social fraternity for women,
is again offering a $2500 graduate fellowship for advance
study in the field of Social Service.
Alpha Xi Delta offers this fellowhhip in support of
the belief of civic authorities and juvenile court officals
that an increasing need exists for qualified professional
personnel to work with children and youth in preventing
juvenile delinquency . Com batting juvenile delinquency
has been the fraternity's national philanthropic goal since
1958.
On the Gorham campus Epsilon Rho chapter of Alpha Xi Delta is a,:tive ia local activities. Many of the
girls are participating in , the big-little sister program in
the Portland area. Some of the girls also spend thier ·
spare time durin g the week tutoring students in need of
special help in vari ous subject areas. The sisters will be
busy this week collecting money in the local shtipping
centers to buy Thanksgiving baskets fo r needy families
in the Gorham area. Also, plans are underway for our
second annual Christmas party sponsored with Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity for local children. This year the
party will be held for the Headstart children in the Gor•
ham and Windham area.
To be eligible for the fellowship an applicant must be
a graduate of an accredited college or university; have
a grade average of B or above; have applied or been
accepted for admission to a graduate school of Social •
work; and be interested in pursuing a career of work
with children or youth to combat delinquency in the
United States.
Interested• persons may obtain an application form
for this fellowship from Linda Penkalski, 15 Elm St.,
Gorham , 839-3958 . Completed applications must be
mailed in time to be received by the deadline date of
Feb. 15, 1972. Mail applications t.;!- the National
Philanthropy Committee , c/o Mrs. Patrick C. Doherty,
424 Cloverleaf, San Antonio, Texas 78209.

Kimmel Resignation
Caucev Clarified
Funds In Balance
Ko Kimmel resigned from her position as associate
dean at UMPG not so much because of sexual discrimination, 'but because the university failed to
effectively cope with problems within its own structure . ' I fo und myself frustrated in every attempt to
receive a legitimate response from the university.'
Her resignation became effective Wednesday . She
said that she would stay on until mid- January at the
latest, but would leave as soon as she can find another
job before then.
Ko initiated a suit through the Office of Civil
Rights of the Department of Health , Education, and
Welfare. In it she charged the university with sexual
discrimination in the disparity of salaries between her
position and Jerry Sullivan's, which carry nearly equal
responsibilities and duties. She also cited numerous other
instances of dubious judgment in comparing qualifications of men and women. This suit was filed after she
had exhausted all internal channels of the school. There
is no grievance board which to channel complaints of
this nature , nor any other structure through which to
channel.
An investigation conducted by the Civil Rights
Office confirmed Ko's charges and the university has
been charged to draw up an affirmative action plan
by HEW and the Board of Trustees. The university
stands to lose all federal funds including work-study
monies if an acceptable plan is not submitted.

Selective Service
Seeks Youth
In an effort to gain a more youthful image for the
Selective Service System the White House has sent out
press releases informing us that draft board members
have to retire at age 65 .
It also states, "Our im«:ilvement with youth is a continuing activity . . . We need their help ."
Any person interested in serving on a local board
should contact the board office or Governor Curtis.

Dance Marathon
Sponsored by the fidus Achates, a Dance Marathon
is corning to UMPG on December 3 beginning at 6:30p.m.
until the winning couple is left dancing in the Gorham
Student Lounge . Organizations and independent couples
are urged to enter for $3 per couple or two couples may
ku~onsored for $5. The ooipp
be sponsored for $5. The couple to dance the longest
will receive a fifth each and ·the organization sponsoring
them receives a plaque.
Only the first 30 couples can be accepted so turn
your applications in to Kathy Monahan or Debbie Farwell as soon as possible. The deadline is Nov. 30. Here
is a chance for newer organizations to become better
known!
RULES:
1. Both partners must be moving at all times.
2. There will be a 5 minute break for each couple to
time, during the contest, that they choose.
3. No sitting, leaning, or lying down
4. There must be at least one representative from each
organization in the lounge at all times .
6. There must be a partner from every organization
sponsoring a couple.
7. The decision of the judge will rule at all times.
If you have any questions, see any of the members
·of fidus Achates.

Marrywannah
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5)

Trustees meeting ... continued
the salaries were agreed to by both the university and
the classified employees.
· The 11.3% pay raise, although above the 5 .5%
allowed by the guidelines laid down for Phase II of

Nixon's Economic Wonder Program, will be part raise
package which gives professional raises totalling
2.4%, and that will certainly bring an average
down.

Pacific Gas & Electric, Columbia RE

It can make things work for you .
It's that kind of book.
Read your Bible. You'll see.
If you don't have a Bible of your own,
we'll send you one for a dollar.
Hard cover and everything.
Just one should do it.
The Bible lasts a long time.

......... .... . .

... ·• ........... .

National Bible Week Committee
P.O. Box 1170, Ansonia Station
New York, New York 10023
Good. I'm sending you one dollar.
Please send me one Bible.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _

. . ·············· ...

STATE _ _ ZIP _ __

········· ··········

30th Annual National Bible Week, November 22-29, 1970. An Interfaith effort.

Closely intertwined with India's religions and
plu1osophies, hemp culture became a science fhat still
thrives today. The Indians too had popular names for
the resinous hemp distillate. Poor Man's _Heaven,
Soother of Grief, and Heavenly Guide.
The finest shit came from Nepal, fabled highland
country where the plants were se~ in long, straight
rows, spaced carefully so that the mature flowering
tops would just touch one another.
Some resin tended to develop even before the tiny
greenish flowers were ready to bloom and, to prevent
its loss, squads of completely naked men were sent
running through the fields, thrashing their arms about.
The resin stuck to them as they ran waving through the
bloomery ·and, when they got to the other end of the
fielrl, the resin was carefully scraped off their bodies,
made into pressed cakes and saved for the marketplace.
Later on, they caught the resin on leather aprons;
other refinements followed and gave rise to modern
methods of collection. Resin is coaxed out of the cut
flower clusters with exquisite care and is spread and
pressed on snowy cheesecloth from which it is
scraped off for market.
The result is called charas by the Hindus. The
name remained unchanged for centuries until the
first Crusades, when the Old Man of the Mountain,
Hasan-I-Sabbah (or Hashashin) gave his name to the
product -- hashish.
Hasan aimed to purge the Moslem world of false
prophets, by 3ecret, selective assassination, and he met
with some fair success until the end of the 13th century, when Genghis Kahn, Far East rowdy, killed off
12,000 Assassins in a Mongolian fit of overreaction.
This pretty well ended Hasan's organization as an
effective force.
The evil reputation of hashish was fanned through
and kept alove by lurid tales of the Assassins, who were
said to use the stuff and top off their murderous deeds
with orgies of wild debauchery. The hemp was said
to be responsible, of course.
Two other hemp products saw wide use in old-time
India, and their popularity persists today. Bhang is
made by brewing the cut tops or the plant in milk or
water. When tobacco pipes found their way east from_
the then-New World, the bhang was dried and smoked.
Today, under the name of marijuana, dried bhang is
the hemp product most widely used in North America
-- although all the fanfaron and sand kicked up in
recent years over the dried-leaf brick product has seen
a rise in use of hash, more compact and more easily
shipped from Near East ports.
The term marijuana was originally used in Mexico
to denote a poor grade of tobacco, and was applied
·only later to the dried cannabis sativa product. Fact:
the effect of the Western variety is much milder and of
shorter duration than anything the Near East or Far
East offers -- ask the man who's tried the Afghan hash
or the leafy Laotian boo.
Ganja is a much better grade of pot, taken from
selected plants. Prices have gone up womewhat, but
ganja used to be obtainable almost anywhere you had
a large Indian population at about 20 cents a quarter
pound.
Ganja found its way into a variety of popular sweetmeats generally known as majnoun. Later-day adaptations, geared to the Western World, included gourmet
adventures like Supermother's Brownies or Donna's
Multilayered Shit Delight. Even the old chocolate
chip standby has been enrighed by liveral additions
of ground-up cannabis leaves and flowers. (The
Delight was a towering creation unveiled one surreal
LA day. It had green icing, which is about all those
pedestrian, coffeecake laced with hemp has spi
present can remember.) If you want to get pedestrian, coffeecake laced with hernp has spiced up
many a suburban kaffeeklatch.
Well, when ganja hit the streets as.~ajnoun,
ganja palaces sprang up almost overnight, especially
in Calcutta and Bombay. Every bazaar had its
ganja stalls, and the government -- inevitably -stepped a tax on the heady stuff. The ganja craze
spread along both coastlines of the Mediterranean,
from where it was seized upon with loud delight by
its present day enthusiasts .

. I
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The
,Personal Reasons

FACULTY
VOICE

cherishing of diversity - diverse·habits of mind, diverse
interests, diverse opinions'.'
Schwab then lists more briefly five other privations:
2. "Our students lack resources of durable satisfaction and pleasure."
.
3. "Our students have little idea of the variety of
FACULTY VOICEAdvisory Committee: Michael
lives that can be led and of the range of satisfactions
they can afford ."
Selkin, William Slavick, and Theodore Sottery. Unsigned opinions do not necessarily represent the views
4 . "Our students lack knowledge of the character
and location of meaning and are consequently irrespon- of more than one member of the committee.
sible in their use and reception of language. They are
ignorant of canons of evidence and argument, and hence
poorly equipped to judge solutions to problems."
5. "Our students are almost entirely deprived of proper ~urricular occasions, especially sufficiently early occasions,for discover, assay, and exercise of their competencies with respect to form and structure, coherence
and cogency, evidence and argument, recovery and formulation of meaning."
6. "Our students are men and women without a
country. They are tolerated aliens in the collegiate community and, to use the word correctly for once , feel
The Liberal Arts College was bacl< to Its 010 mcKs
deeply and resent their alienation. Their substitute for
again last week when it met at the Portland campus to
this withheld membership- a group of peers only, desperrevise Dean Search procedures questioned by the Pro- ·
ately seeking reasons for existance ... and subsisting
cedural
Review Committee and to consider its response
mainly on aggressions against the rejecting community
to
the
Dean
Search Committee's submission of its no- is rickety and unsatisfactory."
minees to Vice-President MacLeott asking the College
On page 50, Schwab makes a useful distinction betfor a waiver of its five years of teaching rule in the case
ween realizing an academic community,in which students
of one candidate.
encounter "witness of a style of life which offers a conProf. William Slavick's motion that the more than
trast to the convention-bound , competition-directed, intwo
faculty no votes Voto power be extended to add
dulgent, tasteless, or vacant styles, one or more of which
"or
more
than two student_no votes" gave way to Prof.
is Ii kely to characterize most students' homes," and a
James
Roberts's
motion that ilie veto power be dropped .
false extension of the domestic community in which
The
substitution
was made by Acting Dean Robert Estes's
students buddy-buddy with faculty and administrators .
tie-breaking
vote
.
A heated discussion of the Procedural
And somewhere alonr; the way, he makes the imporReview
dissatisfaction
pitted Mr. Slavick's understanding
tant observation that in 1965-66 students began to see
from
four
members
of
ilie PRC that all that concerned
themselves as slaves, but by 1967 they began to recogthem
was
extension
of
the veto to students or dropping
nize that faculty members are often victims as well .
it
against
Mr.
Roberts's
contention that the PRC l111.d also
This is a good place to stop , and my browsing hapruled
that
anything
more
than a two-thirds vote was conpens to have stopped there, too. There is plenty here
trary
to
the
governance
document
. It was·learned later
for us all to see our weaknesses and even to recognize
that
Mr.
Roberts
was
confusing
a
private
conversation
our guilt.
. with PRC Chairman Julavits oometime before the PRC
William Slavick
dicision wiili the PRC deliberation .
Mr. Slavick complained afterwards that the Roberts
procedure would allow a dean to be ;1 .1 minated who
was opposed by representatives of about two-thirds of
the Liberal Arts faculty.
The waiver issue was broached by a motion by Prof.
Allan Smith that "interested parties" be informed that
the Colbge had not waived its five-year teaching rule.
An extended debate on wheilier the motion implied
denial of a wai_ver or impli.c i lac_k of confidence in the
UMPG - but we c!ould at least sharpen our wits against
One of the principles by which academic minds are
Search Committee ended wiili tabling of the motion by
the grindstone of his theories .
supposed to operate is that when faced with a problem ,
a close vote.
Just to giv€ you some iC:ea of the structure of the
one should check to see what the best minds of our culAnoilier special meeting at Gorham Wednesday afbook
, after a Preface thanking 11is own teachers and his
ture have :iad to say about it. I therefore recomme.nd
ternoon produced a 36-31 vote to waive the reqllirement.
to those now reviewing the noxious governance structure students for helping him form his ideas , Wolff discusses
But it is reliably reported iliat a petition for a mail balfour models of the university - the Sanctuary of Scholof UMPG Robert Paul Wolffs The Ideal of the Univerlot on the waiver has been circulated.
arship, the Training Camp for the Professions, the Socsity, available from the Beacon Press in hard-cover or
Meanwhile, Search Chairman Roberts has reported
ial Service Station, and the Assembly line for Establipaperback editions. -After the events of 1968 at Columthat the can:iidate in question will be returned to the
shment Man. He then discusses some controversial
bia, where he then taught Philosophy (he's now at U.
campus for further consultation wiili ilie Liberal Arts
aspects of the university - grading, value neutrality,
Mass ., I understand), Wol ff turned his considerable anafaculty before Dr. Calisti makes a choice .
relevance , efficiency, and admissions policies. Part III
lytic powers to questions of the University and its govof
the book is "How Should a Univeristy be Governed?";
ernance; we can certainly profit by his masterful anaylbeginning
with a section on that often overlooked but
sis. I'd like to see this book -in lots of hands at UMPG
important
question , "Why Should a University be Govover the next few months, and I hopw out library and
erned
At
All?"
he moves from improper to proper me_bookstore will help make this possible ; I also wonder
There will be a special meeting of the University
thods
of
governance.
Finally, he gives some practical
if some way couldn' t be found to bring Wolff up here for
Council
on Tuesday , Nov. 23 , at 4 p.m. in 117 Bailey
hints about achieving the goals he has set forth.
a day or two of discussions, ·or lectures, on this subject ,
Hall
the
Faculty Conference Room.
Perhaps you will be seeing excerpts from Wolffs book
once people have read his book. I don't think we'd end
The
purpose
of the meeting will be to consider the
in this space in future weeks . But read the whole thing.
up agreeing with him completely - some of what he
report
of
the
committies
on committies and to consider
Mike Selkin'
says does not fit a state-supp orted insti tution like
a regular meeting schedule fJ r next semest~r.

Mike Selkin is not the only one who has been reading
governance books.
Jim Whitten, Foundations of Education chairman ,
is recommending a study of governance by Edward
Gross and Paul Gomsch called University Goals and
Academic Power .
Allen Pease , chairman of the_State AAUF Conference , is recommending attention to the AAUP survey
published last year in the AAUP Bulletin , of American
colleges and universities , showing the kinds of decisionmaking power exercised in various areas .
And , in bits and snatches , I have been reading·Joseph
J. Schwab's College Curricuhm and Student Protest.
Schwab begins with a discussion of how our misteaching inadequately prepare students for the roles
they would play in student protest or University politics.
Among the many things missing in our colleges,
Schwab says , " are the genuinely practical arts- deliberation and calculation- by which agreement on proximate
ends is found, -means evaluated , and cooperation effected
without need for threat , coercion , or force ." He notes
that thes.e arts are as scarce among faculty as students.
One of the early highlights of the book is a summary
diagnosis of the six classes o{ radical privation in studen ts requiring curricular attention:
I. While student activists boast of their morality
and demand a role in decision-making, they are "ignorant of defensible grounds of morality ." l11ey are "in.iprant of wh at is involved in the processes of decision
and ch oice ." They are "ignorant , a fortiori, of the considerations pertinent to decisions on .. . curriculum , collegiate institutions, and their own educational potentialities, needs. and interest s." They are lacking in " competen ce in the arts by which the facts of real cases are
dealt with - deliberation. calculation, and ' rehearsal'."
They are lacking in "experience in collaboration toward
proximate goals .'.' l11eir decisions are irresponsible" because they are not obliged to "undergo the consequences
of the choices". They "are largely lacking in two habits
indispensable decision making that may affe~t the life
of the college or university. for they are inadequately
involved in its life." And they lack two indispei:isable
decision-making habits ; "Suspense of impulse , especially of impulsive wants and partisanships , and the

Dean Search
Procedures
Changes Again

''Ideal University" Examined
In Book by Wolff

Council M'eets

gor'I
Well,Gort .shall
we continue
with the origins
oP ofPicial
holidays?

1.jes... put this down :
thanksgiving-A day
oi:' thanks +'or the
• survival o+' a
New England colon_y
o(' WASPs .. .

.. .f='estivities were marked
with the slaughter o~
wild turkeys.
This entertainment diWered
slightly ~rom the
WAGPs' usual pastime ...

Pi+Pered?
What
did
they
do on other
days'?

The rest
o+' the
year they
slaughtere d
wild 1ndians.
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by Rick Mitz
I tend to forget.
As I sit through classes in sociology, as I talk humanism in my student-oriented world, as I ponder What I
Want To Be When I Grow Up after college, as I write
for this college newspaper, I tend to forget that not everybody between the ages of 18 and 25 goes to college.
Some young people aren't in academia because they've
chosen other alternatives. Or because other alternatives
have chosen them.
Milwaukee, Wisc. - Atop a factory laden city, atop
a high hill, atop a huge new building, lie hundreds of prostrate young bodies. There is no noise on the top floor
except the sound of an old movie on the community
TV, the sound of slowly turning wheels, the sound of
an occasional doctor's deagnosis. There is ,no laughter.
Very little talking. It's not a scene out of Marcul Welby.
It's the real thing.
Down the hall in a starched white room lies a_young
Harvard graduate who will never see, speak, hear, taste
or move again, Vegetable. He just li~s in bed and thinks.
He can do nothing else. Nearby, a kid in a bed chats
with a guest. His mother? His head is propped on three
pillows and he talks animate ily. A nurse wheels a sleeping patient to a therapy room . He can't move anything
below his nec'..c.

They're all young. They're all our age. And they're
all quadraplegics . Paralyzed from their neck down , they
walk with their talk, they. run with their ears, they move
with their eyes. From the neck down it's just the neck
,lawn. Their lega are shrunken, their hands just slightly
quiver. They may never move again .
They did it for th-Jir country.
They had not chosen to go to college. Now they have
few choices left.
I visited the Milwaukee VA hospital recently. I wandered up and down hallways of the spinal injury ward
and asked the Vietnam veterans there what was important to them . They often tal'<ed like elderly men in rest
homes - reminiscing about their war years or months. •
Because they have little else to do . Except wait til they
get better. If...
"What's important to me?" said a 26-year old veteran who'd ·been in this hospital for a year and a-half.
"The war is important to me . I totally agree with it.
If I could get out of this chair, I'd go back tomorrow
and take care of them . I'm waiting for the day I can
start fighting again .. America's given me everything I've
got."
A long-haired 22-year old sat up in his bed. A sign
that read "Love" hung over his head. "I'm not mad or
bitter at anybody. I'm ju~t disabled. It just happened.
My country said go in there and so I did. I was brought
up to believe not to kill, but sometimes you have to kill
to bring right. I'm happy ... I'm happy to be back here
Yeah ... When I came back, my buddy took me out and he didn't care if I was disabled or not."
They talk about student protests. Surprii;ingly, as
pro-war as they are, they feel that students should protest the war if they're against it. "They're protesting
to get out of the way," one said. "That's what we're
fighting for. It's a free country."
"Nobody likes to get killed," another said. "But
burning flags is hypocritical. If I sa·,v anyone burning

the doctor's bag
QUESTION: My boyfriend and I have had intercourse
several times in the past six months. Lately, I have
been having guilt feelings, being especially worried
about getting pregnant. Every time I express my fear,
we decide we won't have intercourse anynHre, and yet
we still do. Last month and this month, I have really
been concerned around the time of my period for fear
it would not come.
1
Could my periods become erratic from being tense?
A couple of times my periods :~re very irregular. My
last cycle was 34 days long; could I be pre.:111ant even
though I had a period then?
We have decided to refrain from intercourse until
we are married (two years) because of my guilt feelings,
but I am still worried about being pregnant now.
ANSWER: Anxiety is one of the most common causes
of a delayed menstrual period. In stressful situations,
hormonal changes occur wit11in all people. In women,
an alteration in hormone levels can result in delayed
ovulation and therefore a delayed menstrual period.
In cases of severe stress, an entire cycle may be passed
by. Many women have experienced irregular menses
around exam time but there is nothing like anxiety
about becoming pregnant coupled with guilt over having
intercourse to mess up a menstrual cycle. In a panic,
many women have gone so far as to seek abortions believing they are pregnant after a missed period. Fear
of pregnancy can become a severe di storing influence
in a relationship, whether or not the couple is married .
In a serious relationship, there are some signs that a
couple is handling sex successfully . These signs include
the couple discussing what they are doing openly with
each other and mutually deciding on their level of sexual activity; · they also respect each other's values and
· seek to protect each other from feelings of guilt, anxiety
and jealousy. If they are having intercourse, the assumption is that they have discussed this beforehand , and
they have made absolutely certain that they are using
effective contraception. If they have decid.ed that intercourse is not acceptable to them, for whatever reason,
they elect to engage in other sexual activities about which
they feel more comfortable. When a person feels that
no sexual activity is acceptable, then he or she makes
sure that they find a ;_Jerson who shares that view.
There is a logical way to handle the problem you
write about. Mutual petting to orgasm provides a
sense of closeness, sexual excitement and release without fear of pregnancy. You and your boyfriend might
decide to plan to engage in this sexual activity and to
seek situations where you can do so in co nfort. Such
planning tends to decrease the occurrences of impulsive
intercourse. If you both decide in the future to have
sexual intercourse, you can also plan to use contraceptives.
·
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a flag, I would have to shoot him. A lot of men died
for that flag. If you can't believe in your country, you
don't belong. Get out."
"What's important to me now is that I'd like to go
back to school," said a dark-h.iired, good-looking young
veteran hunched over in a wheel chair. "I want to work
with people , to become a psychologist. I want to be
able to cope. I want to.get back into society.
"The war? I never believed in killing people . I had
to kill people to survive. I think about it a lot. How
would it feel to you?" And then he began to cry.
They all want to "get back into society." But until
then, they live in a strange society which is a curieus
combination of day-to-day rehabilitation activities, the
disabled people who surround them, their memories,
and their hopes for the future.
But what they don't know might hurt them. "Many
of them don't know how serious they are injured," a
doctor at the hospital said. "Many will be here for
years. They have many conventional dreams - maybe
go to school, get a job, get married, haye children. They
don't know, however," he said sighing, "that they most
likely wo.n't be able to fulfill that dream . We don't tefl
them. It would be too shattering."
It's quiet. They don't talk much. Their worlds are
basically lonely. When they do talk about the war, it's
in glowing patriotic terms, possibly trying to justify
their own disabilities - so that it shouldn't have been
for nothing. Many talk eagerly about going back to
fight in Vietnam - as if, once there, they'll be whole
again.
We talk about the war too. As students, with Newsweek and newsreal knowledge, we often talk all about
it as if we know all about it. But these non-students, residing with a life-long lease on the top floor of a Milwaukee VA hospital, do know all about tlte war. They are
the war .
It could've been me. I tend to forget.

by Arnold Werner, M.D.
Copyright, 1971
Address.letters to Dr. Arnold Werner, Box 974, East
Lansing, Mi. 48823

Many people, including partnes, get upset at suggestions such as the one I've made. They feel tha( there is
some special value in a couple not engaging in close sexual contact, especially intercourse, until after they are
married. It seems to me that the real value i.1 doing or
not doing anything depends upon exercising responsibility. A couple going together for a long time have a
responsibility to meet each other's sexual demands.
QUESTION: Is it true, as I have heard, that every blood
test given at most college health centers; no matter what
for, is also checked for veneral disease? Can dormant
VD be detected by such a test? If VD is checked for at
the health center can anyone who has had a blood test
consider themselves free of VD if not otherwise notified?
ANSWER: Such testing is most unlikely as it would
be extraordinarily expensive to check every blood test
for VD. Syphilis is checked for by a blood test when a
person has symptomJ of that disease, when he or she applies for a marriage license, on most admissions to hospitals, and on entering the armed services. Gonorrhea,
which is far more common , cann•Jt be checked for by
a blood test.
QUESTION: For the past two years my roommates
have been complaining that I start to grind my teeth
together from side to side in my sleep. I thought they
were putting me on until they made a tape recording
of it one night and played it back for me.
This has me worried. Why would anyone grind their
teeth in their sleep? Is this going to wear my teeth out?
The tape also revealed that I talk in my sleep, but I don't 1
remember what I talk about. Is any of this serious? And
is there anything I can do about it?
ANSWER: The problems you and your roommates are
facing have a number of possible causes and solutions.
T..,e onomatopoeic technical name f::>r teeth grinding
is bruxism. It occurs both during waking and sleeping.
Most of the time, it is a sign of tension or anxiety . This
does not mean that it is a serious symptom, and is found
in a great number of people. Perhaps you have been under more pressure since coming to MSU. On the other
hand, rnommates running around with tape rec·orders
af 5 a.m. are enough to make a nerv)us wreck of anyone.
Consultation with a dentist leads to several suggestions.
It is possible that you have developed a condition called
occlu~al interference, which means your teeth aren't
meeting like they should. This can cause bruxism and
can be determined by a skilled dentist by means of taking impressions of your bite.
If your bite is normal, my dentist friend suggested
that a plastic gadget could be fitted over your teeth
when you iP to sleep. It would not disturb you unless

you started to grind your teeth. 'ifhis usually abolishes
the condition painlessly. The condition should ·be corrected , as loose teeth can result.
In his unst>phisticated days, this dentist was plagued
with a roommate afflicted as you are. The fellow slept
in an upper bunk and was cured of his bruxomania when
the dentist booted him in the rear everytime he'd be
awakened.
'
· The sleep tal!(ing falls into the same category of mi- '
nor indications of leading a hectic life. If there are other
indicators of anxiety that cause you concern, talking them
over with a professional person might help.

Pot Through
The Ages
ALEX APOSTOLIDES / ALTERNATIVE
FEATURE SERVICE
The old bugaboo , that Deadly Marywanna, used
daily by more than 250 million people all over the
planet, has been known by many names through Man's
recorded history. Its current Western name probably
derives from the Mexican potiguaya, but call it shit,
boo , grass, pot -- it's all marijuana ; cannabis sativa.
Or to the East, hashish hash, ganja , bhang -derivatives of the hemp plant, cannabis indica. East
or West, it's Man's Best Friend to many, and Deadly
Peril to others.
The first published mention of hemp occured almost
5,000 years ago in a book.of pharmacy by the Chinese
emperor, Shen Nung. In 2732 B.C., he disgussed the
hemp plant in detail, prescribing its distillate as medicine for female weakness, rheumatism, gout, malaria,
constip~tion, beriberi -- and absentmindedness. But
the medical establishment of the time rejected Shen
Nung's claims, labelling his miracle drug the 'liberator of Sin', -- while the Chinese people, who used
widely, called it 'The Delight Giver.'
A thousand years later, the plant found its way
to India.

(cont. on page 7)
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V- Ballers Lose,

Then Win One

'

I

Whitmore Predicts
Intramural Scores

On Thursday, Nov. 11th , the UMPG Volleyball Team
lost a match to Farmington on an off night. The scores
were 14-16, 11-15, 15-7, and 3-15.
The V-Ball Team then went to Bates on Monday,
Nov. 15th and went five games against a strong and
experienced Bates team before losing with scores of
15-12, 3-15 , 15-11 , 0-15 and 8-14, the last score being
obtained after four minutes of play the teams changed
sides while the score was 7-8, and continued 'til the
time ran out, (8 minutes) when the final score was 8-14 .
This is the first occasion of Maine College Women's Volleyball game going the full 8 minutes before a team had
scored 15 points and is an indication of the long volleys
and good play on the part of both teams.
The team is improving with experience and plans to
come ori strong against Orono on Friday evening.

Intramural Basketball PrediCticns
Grand Cosmos vs Phi Mu Patriots
This first intramural contest could be one of
the best of the season . Cosmos has some great
shooters which should carry them over the winning
tradition of Phi Mu Delta .
Delta Chi vs Frosh Heads 'A'
Delta Chi should manage to edge the Frosh but
just barely.
TKE ' A' vs Hogs ' A'
TKE has a well-balanced offen se while the Hogs
have a great individual star. It will take mo re than
one player to pull this one out for the Hogs.
Wings vs Hermans Hawks
The Wings and Hawks shoulJ battle each other
all the way. Wings will come out on top!
Barabas vs Hogs 'B'
Barabas has too much height for the Hogs B
team. This could be no contest.
? vs Frosh 'Heads B'
? was the surprise team of the B league last year.
l11ey should have no trouble registering thier first
win.

~=ZA
~~-7!~-

Hockey Prospects
Look Hopeful

Student Sponsored
Newstand Wants
To Reopen Monday
The Student Newsstand on the yorham campus will
open the Monday after Thanksgiving recess , Judy Dyer,
co-ordinator of the project announced last week. In order for it to stay open, however, people are needed to
man the booth at all hours of the day. If you are interested, please leave a message in Kathy Monahan's office,
the O~SERVER office, or with Judy Dyer.

The wheels have already begun to turn so that UMPG
will have a hockey team this year. After an initial meeting at Hastings lcmnge last week an interest was shown
by students who wo_uld like to play on a club basis this
year. More students are needed if we are to play. Anos
ther meeting will take place Tuesday, Nov . 23 at 3:00p.m.
in Hastings lounge. If you have never played organized
hockey but have an interest, please attend this meeting.
If you can't, then get in touch with Lee Roy, Upton
Hall, Ext. 439 or Jin Morrison on the Portland campus.

Bowling
On Nov. 11 UMPG defeated UM at Farmington in
girls bowling 1560 -1435 .
Pandy Vasilianskas of UMPG was high for both teams
with a 449. ~ bbie Conroy of UMPG had a 3 starting
total of 405.
Valerie Stone had high three for the losers with a 395 .

FINAL UMPG INTRAMURAL STANDINGS
THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE

(GORHAM CAMPUS)

FOR EVERYONE!

··01SN£Y'S GR[AT P/ONE£RING VENTUR£ IS
THE SEASON'S HIT R[VIVA[I .. l N~"''*ttk

"AN INCREDIBLY REVOLUTIONARY FILM ...
TH[ MINO CAN RUN RIOT~ " Th t of\l T U ',( k~•
"A WILD. PSYCHEDELIC DI SPLALREALLY
"' TURN S YOU ON !" P•l hbu, i;: h Prim

Team

Soccer

Tennis

1. TKE 'Trejans'

60

10

2. Phi Mu Delts 'Jets'

60

3

3. Delts Chi

60*

20**

4. Grand Cosmos

70**

5. Hogs

X-Guntry

Football

Total Points

46 1/2*

85**

201 1/2

. 56 1/2**

75*

194 1/2

46 1/2

35

161 1/2

12

7 1/2

50

139 1/2

40

11

25 1/2

60

136 1/2

6. Phi Mu 'Patriots'

45

15*

6

50

116

7. Fresh 'Heads'

45

8

55

108

..A MUl Tl M (O/A MASrERPl £C£.r· loo k

Bargain Matinee
Saturday Morning

All Seats
$1.00

Starts Wed ., Nov. 17
thru Tue ., Nov. 23
Showings at 7 & 9 Mon t hru Fri.
1, 3, 5, 7, & 9 Sat. and Sunday

CINEMA
NORTHWOOD SHOPPING CENTER
LEWISTON, MAINE

8. Faculty

24

9. Wings

10

10

** - champion
* a runner up

Features pizzas and Italian sandwiches
. :ree Delivery between

9 and 11 p.m.

with minimum order of $5.00
Open noon to 1 a.m. seven days a week
tel. 839-6062

A professional
ABORTION
that is safe
legal &

•
•
1nexpens1ve
can be set up on an

outpatienJ basis by calling
10% off on all Orange Dot and Red Dot Albums
with this coupon.

WAX MUSEUM 372 Fore St., Portland

The Problem Pregnancy
Educational Service, Inc.

215-722-5360

24 hours-7 daiys
for professional, confidential
and c:arina hetD.

Gorham Playhouse
839-4000
GORI-IAM, MAINE

CANDICE BERGEN in

THE ADVENTURERS
ONE SHOW OHL Y ai 7:00 p.m.

AFTER THE THANKSGIVING
HOLIDAY!
DECEMBER 3 & 4

Adults .... $1.25
each show plays once

